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Introduction

to market, c) efficient (low cost).
These goals are reflected in the concepts (arrow 1 in
Figure 1): a noc that offers guaranteed communication
services (a) based on a clear analytical model, called
contention-free routing. Guaranteed services require resource reservations for the worst case. However, by reusing unused resources for be services (without guarantees), we achieve high utilisation [8] (c). A formal model
for performance guarantees allows the construction of
a design flow for synthesis and mapping, configuration,
simulation, and performance verification based on analytical models [6]. Guaranteed service thus reduce design time (b) by automation, but more important, they
make soc design compositional. Because computation
modules each have guaranteed services they do not interfere with one another, and hence can be designed and
tested independently from one another and the noc.

Systems on a chip (soc) are complex embedded systems consisting of many hardware and software blocks.
As the complexity of socs grows, the focus is less on the
computation, and increasingly on communication. This
results in a shift from design based on platforms [13] (design templates) to design style that is communicationcentric [21, 15]. In this new paradigm, on-chip interconnects must address both the deep-submicron challenges
(managing the number of long wires, timing closure, etc.)
and complexity (scalability, quality of service, etc.). Networks on chips (noc) have emerged as a new type of
interconnect that can solve these problems [3, 2, 12].
In this paper we introduce the Æthereal noc [9, 17,
19, 7] as an example to identify when and where formal
methods can play a rôle in this field of research. nocs use
the same basic concepts as computer networks (packets
and routers), but the trade-offs that must and can be
goals
- predictable RT systems
- reduced time to market
made are very different. Wires are relatively shorter,
- efficiency (low cost)
noc resources are relatively expensive compared to the
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computation resources are interconnected, and the onconcepts
- GS & BE services
- communication model
chip environment is more stable than off-chip (e.g. for
- contention-free routing &
- programming models
programming model
data loss and synchronisation). As a result, many new
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noc architectures have been developed.
user view
- automated design flow
- design flow model
The Æthereal noc was one of the first to offer not only
- NOC synthesis & mapping, - application & NOC models
best-effort communication services (be), but also (100%)
configuration, verification,
- model for each tool
3
simulation
guaranteed services (gs), in particular uncorrupted lossless ordered communication with minimum bandwidth
architectures
- router & NI family
- dead-lock
- services
@ multiple layers
and maximum latency. Networks in general consist of
- programming model
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a number of routers that send packets to one another.
Because the noc is made up of a number of distributed
implementations - memory architectures
- RTL verification
arbiters (the routers), giving global (end-to-end) perfor- clocking strategies
mance guarantees is challenging [22, 16]. Without going
into details how this is done in Æthereal, we describe
Figure 1. Overview
its goals, the concepts (model) underlying Æthereal, and
As mentioned in the introduction, the distributed
the resulting view for the user. We also discuss how
arbitration in routers conflicts with offering guaranthe concepts translate into architectures and implementeed global (end-to-end) services in a noc. Æthereal’s
tations, and how formal methods can help here. We will
contention-free routing offers guaranteed services to the
structure our discussion around Figure 1.
user with a conceptually simple time-division-multipleaccess (tdma) scheme. The innovation lies in the noc
2 Goals and Concepts
model that implements the global tdma in a distributed
The goals of the Æthereal noc reflect its intended use manner. The noc model uses synchronous data flow
in real-time embedded systems for consumer electronics: (sdf) [14, 18, 7].
a) predictable (hard real-time) behaviour, b) reduce time
The noc must be (re)configured at run time with the
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user’s connections, and several models for this are sup- 5 Conclusions
ported [7]. Issues such as absence of dead-lock and terWe have give some indications where formal methods
mination of configuration must be addressed at several
can be used in the noc research field. We are already
levels as we shall see in Section 4.
taking steps beyond nocs toward building predictable
soc by using data flow models for communication (noc)
3 User Views
and computation [1]
A formal model for performance guarantees allows the
construction of a design flow [6] (Figure 1(2)). Embed- References
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Architectures and Implementations

The noc model and the architecture that implements
it are obviously closely related (Figure 1(3)). For example, the clocking strategy (synchronous, gals, or otherwise) must implement the noc sdf model. Dead-lock
is a known problem in networks, and in the absence of
special buffer classes we use an extension of turn-model
routing [11]. Moreover, Æthereal never drops packets,
and hence each connection uses end-to-end flow control
to ensure that data does not wait in the noc and to
potentially cause dead-lock. However, the noc is used
to configure itself, using connections. A configuration
connection therefore can not have end-to-end flow control. A formal approach to this problem is presented in
[5]. Similar work is presented in [20]. Ideally, dead-lock
freedom would be proven for any instance of the noc,
preferably in combination with formal noc synthesis and
configuration, like for formal hardware verification [10].
Several different parametrised router architectures are
available [7], and these should be shown to implement
the conceptual model of Section 2 (Figure 1(4)). Model
checking can be used to verify gate-level implementation
versus rtl. Implementations give feasibility and cost
feed-back about architectures (Figure 1(5)). Architectures do the same for noc concepts (Figure 1(6)).
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